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Hello Healer,
I created this workshop so you can gain complete clarity and confidence  in

your every day life. Whether you want to heal old wounds or experience a

boost in your self esteem, this workshop is for you!  If you have any follow-up

questions, please DM me on Instagram @awillowsoul! 

 

Now, suppose you were sitting near a lake, as you sit down peering into the

water, you see a reflection of yourself. A distorted version, one that looks like

you but moves in a way that you weren’t aware of. In this distorted version, all

you can see is everything you fear or dislike about yourself. Observing its traits.

Maybe it’s complacency, fear, ugly, fat, obnoxious, know it all, all encompassed

in this distorted image.

 

On the surface, we may seem fine, great even, Yet, when we look through a

new lens, we see this pain and shame that is controlling our reality and how

we perceive it. 

 

Shadow is something we should not be afraid of, it is merely showing you

where you need to grow in confidence and self-worth. For many of us, it stems

from childhood, whether that be through: 

 

 

 

 

When these insecurities or traumas are triggered, it brings you back to when

you are that young child and you are reacting from that place of pain. These

reactions can later be found when you are being overly defensive,

judgemental or critical of others or yourself, feel anxious, negative self talk,

etc... 
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Trauma

Parent’s and/or Caregiver's Beliefs 

Anything you were Shamed for

Insecurities



I believe the brain is truly resilient and almost anyone can heal and

move forward from these shadowy aspects once we are fully able to

recognize and accept them as they are. This Mini-Course will go over a

Journaling sequence that will further dig deeper to get what is the root

cause, memory, dynamic, or situation that is triggering this pain. Then,

go into a relaxing meditation to heal those aspects in your inner child.

Finally, clearing out this energy through a grounding yin yoga flow.

Each of these practices can be used alone or all together to create

change. 

 

 

Healing is complex, once you remove one layer, you will see a whole

new slew of other aspects that need to be looked at. Be gentle with

yourself. I know it can be easy to fall back into old patterns and habits

when you are doing this work. It can be incredibly painful, trust me I

still do that, but honor and recognize them. Make adjustments when

necessary.

 

 

                                                         

 

healingFor now, let's get
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Hey there, I'm Elizabeth!

 

I am 21, Milwaukee-raised, Vegan

Recipe Developer and Spiritual

Coach with a purpose to help

people live their most abundant,

holistic, balanced lives through

healing techniques and delicious

plant-based foods.

 

I have tried and mastered many

healing techniques over the years

and have found proven strategies

that help people like YOU grow &

prosper in your every day life.

 

My super power is to give you tools

to heal and TRANSFORM your life.

Plus, I am always here to boost you

up when you are feeling low.
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My story.
I'm the person on your shoulder

telling you it is time to remove

those blocks and jump into the

unknown.

 

Why? You are worth it.

 

I created this workshop to offer

clarity + tools to heal your

shadow self  AND to boost your

confidence so you can live the life

you dream of.

 



Ready to Heal?
LET'S DO THIS.
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Three Tips to
Keep in Mind

Feel Your Emotions

1.

2.

3.

You Must Be Committed to Growth

Life isn't happening to you, it is happening for YOU!

A large reason why I have been able to heal myself from

depression and anxiety is because I am dedicated.

Consistently asking the questions of why I am feeling the

way I am. Digging deep, DOING the work DAILY.  Not just

when I am having a bad day.

Do not be afraid to feel the emotions that may come up by

doing this work. Allow them to release through crying,

punching a pillow, screaming. It is not a weakness. It is

simply removing the negative, stagnant energy in your

body that has built up over time. 

Reframe the situations that are happening in your life.

Instead of asking, "Why is this happening to me? Ask,

“What is this teaching me? How is it here to help you to

grow and expand?"
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Journaling: Week 1

For week one, I want you to write down everything that

has triggered you today. That could vary from someone

making you mad while driving, comparing yourself to

someone on social media, a money problem that came

up. 

 

Get out a note pad and write down everything that is

causing you distress and take it through the journaling

every night this week. Yep, every single night. 

 

Commit to yourself. 

Commit to your growth.

Commit to your healing.
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Journaling
Journaling, at least for me, allows us to access memories or feelings

you may have forgotten about or repressed. The following six journal

questions will allow you to look at anything that was sparked a

reaction from you recently. 

 

As you work through these questions, look deep into each of these

and write whatever comes up.

Journal Questions
What has triggered you today or recently? Maybe it was someone who

made you feel jealous, insecurity, fear, a person, an emotion. 

Why was that triggering you? 

When was the first time you felt this emotion, insecurity, shame, or pain?

Was someone shaming you, were you shaming someone, did you reject

alone by yourself based on what you saw as a child? Go deep here. 

Has this been a pattern in your life? Ex: Siblings received more attention

than you as a child, and in turn, you have stayed small in your

relationships. 

What did you need from this situation? Was it love, security, seen,

supported, appreciated, etc..?

Write down how you would have liked the memory to be handled. Maybe

you were given more attention and praise. Whatever you needed the

most at that time.
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Meditation: Week 2

Do this meditation in a quiet space away from

distractions, that can include your pets! 

Take a break for a few days if the emotions are a bit

much. When you are ready, try again.

Read over everything that you discovered in week
one. Look to see where everything connects is
there one single root cause that is causing you to
feel pain, shame, and guilt around an issue. 
 
Take these blocks and issues that you find from
your journaling from week  one and take it
through this guided meditation at least 2-3 times
this week.

Pro tip:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0koO0R4sMBU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0koO0R4sMBU&feature=youtu.be
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Meditation

Press play or click here to be taken

 to the guided meditation!

This meditation is geared to healing the inner child, giving
it whatever it needs.
 
Adjust the volume to whatever suits you. Best done in a
quiet dim-lit room!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0koO0R4sMBU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0koO0R4sMBU&feature=youtu.be
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Yoga: Week 3
The body stores and holds onto energy

that has been repressed. Many people

will hold this in their neck, shoulders,

lower back, and hips. I believe this is

due to not properly processing

emotions and burying them deep

within the physical.

 

Our emotions are like water. When

they move in a natural rhythm,

sometimes they move forcefully

crashing on the surface. Others, they

are still. However, when we don’t flow

with these feelings, we begin to hold

onto water as if we were setting up a

dam. The water stores having no place

to go until it breaks, spilling all over

the place and seeping into rocks and

between branches. 

 

The purpose of that story was to

explain, that when we hold onto these

emotions, they build. These emotional

blockages manifest into the physical.

Then, when it becomes too much to

handle, we lash out, become sick, do

something radical and illogical. 

 

For years I held onto emotions. I

buried them until it manifested into

me becoming isolated, depressed,

and anxious. I believed that

expressing or feeling these things

was a sign of weakness. My

sensitivity to the world was viewed

as a fault. 

 

This pain that I felt, built into a large

structure that has taken years of

removal. Each day, I am working on

clearing this stagnate, negative

energy and working to replace it

with new belief systems.

 

A tool that I have found to be

particularly impactful, is yoga. I

believe it is a medicine, not just

physically, but mentally. I now use

yoga as a spiritual tool as well as a

physical tool to connect and tune

into what I am feeling and where

that is presenting itself in the body.

By engaging with the body, you

become engaged with the mind to

heal the ailments in both areas of

your life.

 

This 10-minute yoga flow targets

common places tension forms in

the body. Make any adjustments

and modifications that are

appropriate for you and your body.
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Yoga Flow

Click on the image or here to be taken to the guided yoga

flow!

https://youtu.be/gjmRqOAdZOA
https://youtu.be/gjmRqOAdZOA
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Calming
Iced Chai
Latte
This soft subtle chai blend is
for calming the nervous
system and bringing a sense
of relaxation to the body,
mind, and spirit.

Ingredients:

- 1 C Chai Tea

- 1/2 C Non-Dairy Milk

- 1-2 T Liquid Sweetener

- 1 C Ice Cubes

Steps:

1. Add all of the ingredients into

a cup. Stir until it is well-mixed

and then serve!


